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Introduction
Head and neck cancers are a heterogeneous group of cancers

affecting the oral cavity, nasal cavity, pharynx, larynx, paranasal

sinuses and salivary glands [1,2]. The incidence of head and neck
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sources for patients who are more likely to get the greatest benefit
from radiotherapy whilst depriving the others.

Another challenge affecting most sub-Saharan African states is

cancers are increasing globally, especially in low and middle in-

the frequent breakdown in radiotherapy installations [16]. On ac-

account of their poor biomedical resource availability and acces-

man resource and equipment parts to fix identified faults are un-

come countries [3,4]. Mortality and morbidity from head and neck

cancers are also increasing in low and middle income countries on
sibility, and health-seeking behaviour [5-8].

Accessibility to radiotherapy in Sub-Saharan Africa

count of the limited numbers, there is increased pressure on those
available leading to frequent breakdown. Secondly, the needed huavailable and mostly needs to be imported.

These challenges cause patients with head and neck cancers

In the management of head and neck cancers, radiotherapy

on radiotherapy to have interrupted treatment which may lead

mended that for developing countries, every population of 1 mil-

deteriorated with reduced performance status and patients being

plays a significant role irrespective of the stage of presentation,

whether the intent of care is cure or palliation [1,9]. It is recom-

lion patients require 1 - 3 radiotherapy installations to meet their
health care needs [10].

However, 50% of patients in lower-middle income countries

and 90% in low income countries who need radiotherapy services
never get access to it [11]. A review of the population of sub-Sa-

to poor treatment outcomes. In some situations, the radiotherapy
equipment gets repaired after the condition of patients may have

ineligible to receive radiotherapy. The result of this situation is
huge financial losses as patients sometimes make full payment before starting the radiotherapy but end up not receiving the planned
quantity, they played for.

A reflection on the condition of these patients who may have

hara African states reveals the grossly inadequate radiotherapy

benefited from radiotherapy but continue to suffer unduly on ac-

Ghana has three (3) for 31 million people [10,13] and Burkina Faso

questions such as: ‘Is it a curse to suffer from cancer in sub-Saha-

resources available to its people. For instance, Nigeria has eight

(8) radiotherapy installations for a population of 186 million [12],
one (1) for 20 million people [14,15]. Thus, in cancer treatment

centres in this region, clinicians may be forced to prioritize re-

count of the frequent breakdown of radiotherapy equipment and

their inadequate numbers in sub-Saharan Africa elicits various
ran Africa?’, ‘If this patient were in a developed country, will his/

her care and treatment not be better because of the accessibility
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to radiotherapy services?’, ‘Why is the country not having enough
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radiotherapy services to meet the demands of the population?’

Recommendations

must prioritize the health and wellbeing of their people by ensuring that needed resources and equipment such as radiotherapy

at strategic points in their respective countries, to improve accessibility and ensure equitable distribution of essential radiotherapy
services to all their citizens.

Biomedical engineers should be trained in sufficient numbers.

Agreements with companies that make these radiotherapy ma-

chines should be made prior to or when they are being acquired, to

have biomedical engineers from the country undergo further training about those equipment and how to deal with any faults they
may develop. Replacement parts of the radiotherapy machines

should be stocked in the medical stores of hospitals in which they

are found so that they can be appropriately repaired when they become faulty.
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